"This is only the scope of work for the project. For more information, interested parties should contact Procurement at purchasing@stpgov.org to ensure receipt of a full project package, to be listed as a plan holder and to ensure any addenda to the project package are received."

Contractor must provide all labor, supplies, equipment, tools, permits and materials to repair the drainage located behind 1906 Kings Row (R08V038; S29-T8-R15) in Slidell, Louisiana as specified.

Contractor shall provide all signage and barricades at no direct pay.

The time period of completion is thirty (30) calendar days from Notice to Proceed issued by the Parish.

A Quote Guarantee is not required for this project.

Any work that may be reasonably inferred from the specifications or drawings as being required to produce the intended result shall be supplied whether or not it is specifically called for. Work, materials or equipment described herein which so applied to this project are covered by a well-known technical meaning or specification shall be deemed to be governed by such recognized standards unless specifically excluded.